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WE PROTECT LIVES & ASSETS THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

CUSTOM-DESIGNED



Large grounds and campuses with high footfall are prone to

security vulnerabilities due to multiple access points for

vehicles and pedestrians, posing a challenge in ensuring the

safety of those on the property. 

The FS Group provides a custom-designed Emergency

Bollard solution that enables immediate notification of

incidents to Protection Services and draws attention to the

scene, improving response time and increasing the chances of

getting help. 

By pressing the intercom, students, personnel or pedestrians

can alert the Control Room and activate a visual indicator

through the LED turning red, allowing real-time

communication with the victim through the two-way speaker

and quick situation assessment. 

The solution provides immediate assistance in criminal or

medical emergencies, enabling first responders to respond in

real-time and potentially making a critical difference in

ensuring safety.

Provide
immediate
assistance in case
of emergencies in
large areas.



The IP horn speaker
broadcasts crystal clear
messages and has two-way
speaker capabilities. The
connection of the IP horn
speaker with PoE+ enables the
integrated 15W amplifier to
broadcast excellent sound
quality at a very high sound
pressure level over long
distances.

LED visual indicators serve
the purpose of providing a
visible indication of a
confirmed event. 

A high-performance Video
Intercom, featuring echo-
canceling and noise reduction
technologies, for clear two-way
communication. Built-in audio
capabilities enables operators to
activate audio talk down, helping
to deter incidents.

The Avigilon H5A Fisheye
Camera is a cost-effective
and easy-to-install solution
that provides 360°
panoramic views of large
areas from a single vantage
point, bringing superior
situational awareness
without any blind
spots.ADAPTIVE IR*Provides
optimal brightness in scenes
with low-light for high-
resolution image detail

Custom Stickers and
Decals can be added
to the Emergency
Bollard, as well as the
colour of the Bollard
itself customised.  

The Avigilon H5A Dual
Head Camera is a cost-
effective and low profile
dual-sensor camera that
provides increased area
coverage and IR illumination,
helping to bring enhanced
security for blind spots and
hard to secure places.

Provides increased area
coverage, while minimizing
blind spots for enhanced
security with a single camera
installation,

ADAPTIVE IR*Provides
optimal brightness in scenes
with low-light for high-
resolution image detail
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